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A bstract
This research paper investigates short stories as a strategy to teach reading comprehension. The
short stories were investigated and applied to know if teachers are using them to teach reading
comprehension and if they are the most efficient for them. This work uses the qualitative research
method to investigate teacher´s views. The instruments used were the observation and the
interviewb which had been implemented in tenth grade of the high school at Colegio EMA US
A sambleas de Diosb in Estelí. The sample considered was of 10 participants from a population of
26 students. The data found that the short stories as strategy improve the ability to comprehend
texts to the students. That is when short stories are about an interesting topic.
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GE NE R A L T OPHC

Strategies for teaching reading comprehension.

L HMHT E D T OPHC
The effectiveness of short stories as a strategy to teach reading comprehension in the tenth grade
at Colegio EMA US A sambleas De Dios during the second semester 2016.

Objectives

General objective

To validate the use of educative short stories to teach reading comprehension.

Specific objective

ñ

To identify the effectiveness of the use of educative short stories in teaching reading
comprehension.

ñ

To apply the educative short stories as strategy in teaching reading comprehension

ñ

To analyze the effectiveness of educative short stories as strategy in teaching reading
comprehension
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H.

HNT R ODUC T HON

Our research investigates the implementation of short stories as a strategy for teaching reading
comprehension to tenthcgrade students of El Colegio E MA US A sambleas de Dios during the
second semester in 2016. For usb short stories are great resources to teach reading comprehensionb
for that reason we have taken them in our research. We want to highlight that the short stories are
the most efficient strategy to make easier the teaching of reading comprehension. Our departing
point was the application of reading strategies.
The strategies we used were:
Pictures: Using images offers students the possibility to develop the ability to analyze texts.
Sensory images help learners store reading events in their memories. This strategy helps students
to understand the text easily.
The cooperative work helps students to do the activities of reading comprehension easier than to
do alone. This strategy allows students the opportunity to express their knowledge of the reading
each one what benefit in their learning.
L istening refers to hear something when are you trying to understand it (Oxfordb 2006). Listening
is a strategy that improves the ability to read the message and determine the main idea when you
hear it. The students also can examine the information or specific details included in the reading.
Metacognitive reading strategies are the following: Planning has to do with the process of thinking
about and organizing the necessary activities to achieve the desired goal. Monitoring is an approach
which consists of the analysis of the information as a project progresses. Ht refers to personal
conscious awarenessb comprehension and text performance. Evaluation is defined as appraising the
conclusion and regulatory processes of individual learning.
Hn the following pagesb we state our problemb describe the data collection methodb analyze the
collected date and present the obtained results. Our research was about of the effectiveness of
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strategies for teaching reading comprehension using short stories. We used instruments such as
observation and the interview.

1.1 Background
This research was carried out at El Colegio EMA US A sambleas De Dios which is located in the
neighborhood Carlos Nuñez in the city of Estelí. Ht is important to highlight that in El Colegio
EMA US A sambleas De Dios of the city Estelíb they never have been done related studies with this
research topic.
Merli Puji Handayani (2013) explains that children short stories were selected for the purpose to
increase student’s motivation to read and to improve the ability of the student to understand the
text better as well as to know more vocabulary. She found that the use of children short stories was
effective to improve student’s reading comprehension in one of junior high school in Bandung.
The finding showed that the effectiveness of the use of short stories is supported by the use of
reading strategies and the characteristic of children short stories. Children short stories were
discovered to be a context for the students to improve their reading comprehension (Handayanib
2013).
Pourkalhor and K ohan (2013)b indicate that currently many schools are concerned about how to
address the needs of students who have difficulty reading and understanding extended text. This
study examined the effects of short story instruction on twenty advancedclevel tenthcgrade students
to show if the method had an impact on student reading comprehension. For this purposeb an
instrument was used in this study: a reading comprehension test. We have two groups. Hn oneb
students were exposed to a method of reading instruction over ten weeks. The other just get the
traditional way of teaching reading comprehension. The data obtained from the instrument was
analyzed using tc tests. T he result showed that students in the experimental group did better on the
comprehension test than those in the control group.
Nell K . Duke and David Pearson establish that reading comprehension research has a long and
rich history. There is much that we can say about both the nature of reading comprehension as a
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process and effective reading comprehension instruction. Most of what we know has been learned
since 1975.why have we been able to make so much progress so fast? We believe that part of the
reason behind this steep learning curve had been the lack of controversy about teaching (Dukeb
Nell & Pearsonb Davidb 2009).

1.2 Problem statement
The curriculum of Ministry of Education (MHNED) for the teaching of a foreign language requires
teachers to provide students with explicit instructions about reading strategies so that students
become strategic readers. Henceb it is important to mention that the use of short readings in English
provides students many benefits as the significant increase vocabularyb better understanding about
how the languageb and the abilities skills readers.
Recently MHNED has provided high school students with books that motivate a better
understanding of the language. With these booksb students will have the opportunity to deduct and
connect the linguistic forms with the corresponding ideas; howeverb there are still many difficulties
in teaching E FL (English Foreign L anguage). Thereforeb teachers need to implement different
strategies and to achieve excellent results for their teaching practice. Henceb the use of reading
strategies for teaching English in secondary school must be utilized according to student’s
appropriate level to improve their lexiconb sentence structure and reading skills. Metacognitive
reading strategy awareness has become one of the effective ways to facilitate students reading
comprehension in the field of foreign language studies (A hmadib M. R.; Hsmailb H. N.; A bdullahb
M. K .b 2013). Henceb we state the problem for this research as follows:

How can the use of short stories in the English as F oreign Language Class improve the
reading comprehension skills of tenthcgrade students?
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1.3 R esearch question
For purposes of this research paperb we propose these two research questions:

− How can short stories be implemented in tenthcgrade?
− How effective are short stories in teaching reading comprehension in tenthcgrade?
1.4 J ustification
Hn Estelíb many secondary school students have weakness in the use of teaching strategies of
Reading comprehension is indispensable to achieve significant learning to students toolb reading
comprehension require motivation concentration and proper study techniques.
This investigation is important because reading is part or teaching students from their life in the
school also is important their professional development. L anguage skill is necessary for developing
Englishclanguage learnersb which implicate the literacy development for student’s preparation.
Some student has reading difficulties in young childrenb starting with professor preparing
opportunities for better reading instruction. Hn evaluation with individuals ages who experienced
learning problems when reading the English language. Making emphasis to the reading for
comprehensible for English learners this include improving comprehension for learners of English
and improving the content in areasb teacher change and development and language acquisition for
English language learners (Snowb Catherine; Griffinb Peg & Burnsb Susanb 2007).

1.5 K ey terms: E ffectivenessb strategiesb teaching readingb comprehensionb
short stories.
ñ

E ffectiveness: Producing the result that is wanted or intendedb producing successful result
(oxfordb 2006).
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ñ

Strategy: A plan that is intended to achieve a particular purpose to develop an activity. The
process of planning something or putting a plant into operation in a skillful way (oxfordb
2006).

ñ

T eaching R eading: Reading is an act that can be viewed as having two parts: the reading
process and perceptualb sequentialb experimentalb thinking learningb associationb affective
and constructivec that combine to produce the reading product. Howeverb the sequences
involved in the reading process are doing not always perform them in the same way. But
also how to comprehend what they read and enjoy the process and how the reading
instruction impacts literacy learning (Roeb Bettyb Smithb Sandra H. & Burnsb Paul C.b 2011).

ñ

C omprehension: The comprehension process involves an understanding of words and how
those words are used to create meaning that helps the learner to gain knowledge easily. Ht
involves contextualizingb analyzingb synthesizingb and evaluating wordsb phrasesb
sentencesb and longer passages during reading. A ll the last aspects are essential to improve
the comprehension (Schumnb 2006).

ñ

Short Story: Ht is a narrative sequence of eventsb episode or connected emotions (Maunderb
A ndrew; L igginsb Emma & Robbinsb Ruthb 2010) .

1.6 Organization of the research paper
This paper is outlined in the following way: Chapter one is the introduction which has been divided
as follow: firstb previous studiesb this part talks about studies has been doing related this topicb
secondly problem statementb it is about a general view of the problemb thirdly relevance of the
research (justification) and finallyb definition of the key terms. The second chapter is the literature
review; this is a review what some scholar say or have researched the topic.
The third chapter is the methodologyb it is an explanation of the method used in the studyb and it
also includes research questionsb research designb subject selectionb data collection and data
analysis. The fourth chapter is Result and discussion and limitations. The fifth chapter talks about
conclusionsb recommendationsb and further research.
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HH.

T HE OR E T HC A L F R A ME W OR K

The primary purpose of this research paper was to investigate the effectiveness of the strategies in
teaching reading comprehension using short stories to high school students in Estelíb Nicaragua.
For this reasonb this second chapter reviews literature related to teaching reading comprehension
to high school students and the use of one specific strategy: the educative short stories.

2.1.

E ffectiveness of short stories as strategy in teaching reading.

The use of effective reading comprehension strategies is perhaps the most important means to
helping readers improve comprehension and learning from the text (McNamara D. S.b 2012). A
student who can make the connection between the sensory experiences and language can their use
the senses to comprehend text. Teaching reading using pictures offers a series of learning
experiences to help students to develop the ability to analyze texts. A lthough text with descriptive
language and sensory image for which students have background knowledge are the easiest to
visualizeb an educator can guide students as they practice these strategies with almost any text
(Moreillonb 2007).
Hnviting students into sensory experiences prompted by literacy engagement helps them deepen
their comprehension as well as appreciate and learn the writer’s craft of using language use to
involve the senses in the reading process. Some teachers help students comprehend the impact of
visual on meaningc making to understand easiest the texts (Moreillonb 2007).
Some images are part of the background knowledge that readers bring with them when they attempt
to understand a text. Hmages help students utilize all their senses as they read to support their
comprehension also sensory imagines learners story reading event in their memories.
Short stories are an effective strategy because with this strategy student can comprehend and
answer comprehension question about the reading. When students read a book is more complicate
to them to understand the messages of it than when they read a short reading. The reading
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comprehension process using short stories do not need to take notes about the events of the reading
because it is short.

2.2.

Short stories as strategy to teach reading comprehension.

The cognitive learning strategiesb such as mnemonics. Mnemonics help people to remember things
such as lists of itemsb a speechb or line in a play (McNamara D. S.b 2012).
The use of methodological strategies is the main and perhaps the most important means of support
and necessary in the process of teaching and learning of English as a foreign language for high
school students. Hn the teachingclearning process it is important to note that the practices of different
strategies have a positive impact on the students and that through daily practice ensures a more
reflectiveb active class and organize so ensuring learning more effective and also improves oral
communication and written.
A ccording to Cox (1999) the reading is an important strategy because students can obtain a bigger
and a better vocabulary. Some of the benefits in reading are better pronunciation through repetition
of wordsb better intonationb and better comprehensionb and those benefits are very important in the
communication process.
The same author says that reading is a way to warming up in the communication process because
students through reading are able to analyze phrases at the moment of practicing conversation. He
says that in high school students have to practice more reading than in primary school because it is
a higher level. Gallagher (2003) says that students must learn to read with the purpose of learning
new thingsb also she says that reading comprehension is the construction of the meaning of a written
text through a reciprocal interchange of ideas between the reader and the message in a particular
textb and through reading students are able of obtaining the information from the authorb and the
vocabulary used in the writing for practicing in communication.
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Collaborative teaching between classroom teachers and teacher’s librarians using the strategies
suggested benefits students because it puts the focus to learning outcomes. L earning as well. Hn
school restructuringb the most impediment to reform is teacher isolation. J ust as learning is social
for students. Hnnovation in teaching cannot spread throughout a learning community if educator
remains isolated (Floresb et alb 2001).
A ccording to (Mollb 1992) the cooperative work as a strategy for teaching English to children and
adolescents plasma in its instructional perspective an emphasis on cooperative work in which
process adolescents actively participate in working groups and yet they assume a greater
responsibility for the definition and resolution of the task and the joint construction of a better
understanding.
Diaz and Hernandez (2002) state that: "Students learn more pleasing than the idea of attending
schoolb have better relationships with their peersb improve their selfcesteemb and find out more
about values and develop other social skills in a more emotional when they work more as a team.
Obtaining better results in learning both Spanish and English. Of note are the positive effects it can
have on a student establish interaction with faculty and peers in which they can achieve joint action.
L istening is another important and necessary aspect in English teaching. short readings can used to
practice listening. This practice takes place when students hear a text and try to understand the
message and determine the main idea. The students also can also examine the information or the
details of specific parts included in the text such as listening to the report text. A fter hearing or
reading a text students can receive feedback on itb this will help spark their interest in reading and
better understand the main idea of the text and can learn more vocabulary. The use of small stories
helps improve communication between students and coming to a group and individual interaction.
A ccording Figueroa (2008) understanding of oral texts is strengthened when we participate in real
situations of interaction and dialogueb debatesb hearingsb this allows the acquisition of positive
attitudes by the student because he feels heard. T he same author states that it is necessary students
can express fluently and clearly their pronunciationb and good intonation addition to the above that
they also can develop naturally nonverbal resources such as: mimicryb gestures and body
movement. A usubelb Sullivan and Hves (1980) was a psychologist who significant great
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contributions to constructivism as was his theory of meaningful learning and advance organizers
which help students he goes constructing their own learning and understanding concepts. Hn
learning a foreign language that association that the student will develop and create by itself is a
determining factor in the processb is achieved promote meaningful learning according to the
experienceb knowledgeb interest and motivation that has the student and the teacher provokes in
him. Some of the advantages that allow developing learning strategies:
ñ

Promote an active learning.

ñ

Hmprovisation Promote selfcconfidence.

ñ

Promote the memorization of teaching materials.

ñ

Motivate students in their learning.

Some of the strategies to improve reading skills in English class are:
1. Hmplementation of an extensive program (reading outside the classroom) and intensive
(reading in the classroom.
2. Using selected readings articlesb paragraphsb storiesb short storiesb poemsb essays etc.
3. A sk students to formulate their own questions about the text to be used in class.
A sk student have a record unknown words Create short stories from drawingsb cartoonsb or scenes
from local and international journals to stimulate student imagination.
The reader must learn a collection of strategies for constructing meaning from text. Readers must
develop enough situational awareness to diagnose a text and know which strategy to deploy.
Howeverb oneconc one instruction is far too laborcintensive to be commonplace in the teaching
reading. Classroom innovations and redefined roles to created learners that are more active. Good
readers have a repertoire of problemcsolving behaviors for various types of tasks and texts launched
a new pedagogy for strategy acquisition. The literature for practitioners’ features a number of
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techniques for teaching young readers to diagnose levels of understanding and repair mistakes in
comprehension (Carlson & L arraldeb 1995)
A successful reader implements deliberatedb consciousb effortfulb timecconsumed strategies to
improve or circumvent a reading component that is not intact (McNamara D. S.b 2012). Good
readers are active readers (Nellb K . & Dukeb 2009) which means that they have prior knowledge
about the text they are going to read. The learners provide some ideas related to the meaning of the
reading.

Some strategies of comprehension instruction are predictingb making connectionsb

visualizingb questioningb inferringb and summarizing (Diehlb Holly & Nettlesb Dianeb 2010).
Predicting at the text level and the word levels must be explained in advance. Ht shows students
how to look for clues from the picturesb the author’s wordsb and their personal experiences. Making
connection is when students think about how the text reminds them of things they have already
encountered in their own lives or others textsb they are activating schema. Schema theory says that
readers’background knowledge is crucial to understand print. We show you how to make this clear
to students. V isualizing is creating mind movies based on the author’s explicit and implicit
meanings helps readers make the text personal as well as clear. Ht shows you how to use picture
books as well as chapter’s books to encourage visualizing. Questioning is something that good
reader do as they read. A sking question allows the readers to stay engaged with the text because he
or she is actively looking for an answer within the passage. Sometimes questions enable the reader
to selfcmonitor and to ask does this make sense. Hnferring is one of the hardest strategies for young
readers to master. Much of their ability to understand depends on their prior knowledgeb as well as
they ability to glean information from typographical signalsb punctuationb and other visual features
of the text. Ht shows you how to model making inferences by drawing on clues from the text as well
as personal experience to determine the author’s deeper meanings. Summarizing requires the
readers to synthesize lots of information. We show students how to sort out what is important from
the myriad of details and information included in a book. Explicit models make this difficult
strategy more personal and attainable (Diehlb Holly & Nettlesb Dianeb 2010).
Hn addition to the above metion strategiesb we can mention reciprocal teaching. This strategy is a
systematic teaching activity that involves strategies that reinforce readingb such as predictingb
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clarifyingb questioning and summarizing. This teaching strategy enables students to take a more
active role in controlling a managing group dialoguesb make them take on teacher’s role in asking
questioning about the textb and this way load more meaning to the text. This strategy consists of
four combined step that reinforces reading comprehension. The first step is prediction. Here
students make predictions related to the main and supporting ideas. Ht is about what can happen in
the text making use of their previous knowledge and experiences. The second step is clarifying. Ht
refers to the student making a critical evaluation of what they read. The third step is questioning.
The students are reminded of the relevant information and focused on the main idea of the text by
making them ask questions about the text. The fourth step is summarizing. The students are
expected to present what they comprehend from a part or whole of the text (Rasheedb 2004).

2.3.

T eaching reading comprehension.

Comprehension refers to the ability to go beyond the wordsb to understand the ideas conveyed in a
text. Hn others wordsb it is the interpretation of the information in the text (McNamara D. S.b 2012).
Comprehension is a strategy process; that isb good readers proactively search for meaning as they
readb using text cues and they background knowledge in combination to generate predictionsb to
monitor those predictionsb to predict when necessaryb and generally to construct a presentation of
the actor’s meaning (Collinsb Cathy; Parrisb Sheri R. & Morrowb L esley M.b 2008).
Hn readingb the focus is on the ability of students to written information in life situation they may
encounter. Reading literacy is defined by the interestb attitudeb and ability of individual to use
reading appropriatelyb including digital technology and communicative toolsb to accessb manageb
integrateb and evaluate information; to construct new knowledge; to communicate with others to
participate effectively in society. Reading skills are receptive in which meaning is extracted from
the discourse (Harmerb 2007).
The roles of reader and writer are critical to developing science knowledgeb skill and expertise
(Hollidayb William G. & Cainb Stephen D.b 2012). To read a text is necessary to dominate the ability
to decode the words and give to the text the own objectivesb ideas and previous experiences
(Gallartb 1992). The term reading here narrowly as students’ability to pronounced a text words orb
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put technicallyb decoding text. The terms comprehending is used to means students’ abilities to
make inferences and to transfer rational meaning gleaned from reading a text to new contexts or
settings (Hollidayb William G. & Cainb Stephen D.b 2012) .

2.4.

R eading C omprehension

Reading is comprehension. Comprehension is what Reading is all about. Hf you read a text you
must to know what you are reading. A good comprehended has to learn how to decode the words
to understand the meaning of the text. Hn others wordsb decoding without comprehension is simply
word barkingcbeing able to articulate the word correctly without understanding the meaning. A n
effective comprehends not only make sense of the text they are readingb they can also use the
information it contains. The goal is to improve students’comprehension and understanding.
Reading comprehension refers to the ability of readers to understand the surface and the hidden of
the text. Ht is a complex process involves a combination of text and readers (A hmadib M. R.; Hsmailb
H. N.; A bdullahb M. K .b 2013). Ht is a complex cognitive ability providing the ability to integrate
text information with the background knowledge of the reader and resulting in the explanation of
a mental representationb sob it is an interactive activity between students and contextsb this
interaction between students and contextb the students utilize different experiences and knowledge
which involves language skillsb cognitive information and world knowledge.
Reading comprehension has three important models: The first is the bottomcup model shows that
the reading process is supported by each word in the text and a learner decodes each word to
understand the meaning. The second is the topcdown model indicates that the reading process is
supported mostly by a learner’s background knowledge and prior experience. The third is
interactive models that refers to the reading process which is supported by an interaction between
different types of metacognitive reading strategies (A hmadib M. R.; Hsmailb H. N.; A bdullahb M.
K .b 2013).
Reading comprehension: comprehension occurs in the transition between the readers and the text.
There is a relationships between the readers and the text because the reader learn many things like:
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about cultureb costumeb new vocabulary and manage new information from the text (Pourkalhorb
Ob & K ohanb N.b 2013)
Comprehension is the essence of reading. Ht is recognizingb responding tob and connecting with all
of the messages in the text. Ht is also personal because it is a state of zero uncertaintyb there isb in
the endb only one person who can whether an individual comprehends something or notb and that
is that particular individual (Diehlb Holly & Nettlesb Dianeb 2010).
Reading comprehension is an interactive process between the reader and the text. The reader
interacts with the text and relates ideas from the text to prior experiences to construct meaning.
This important process requires that the reader understands how the author has organized his ideas
which help to him to comprehend the meaning of the text. Thusb our description of developing
readers constructing meaning from the reading stories focuses on readersb the textb and transaction.
The readers is the most important aspect of comprehension stories. Each reader bring specific traits
to the reading acts that characterize the event as being quite unique (A merb 1992).
The reader can retell the storyb apply knowledge that has been acquired from the text and identify
the theme (McNamara D. S.b 2012)
2.4.1. R eading comprehension strategy
A reading comprehension strategy is a cognitive or behavioral action that is enacted under
particular contextual conditionsb with the goal of improving some aspect of comprehension
(McNamara D. S.b 2012).
Pressley and WhartoncMcDonald (1997) asserted that a good reader is considered to actively
engaged in the text and use comprehension strategies. Ht explains that to comprehend a text
successfullyb various factors — e.g.b language knowledge and reading strategies that the readers
applied through reading the text— contribute to the process.
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2.5.

Short story

The short story is one of the oldest types of literatureb and it has existed in many formsb including
mythsb fairy talesb balladsb and parables. Ht sometimes contains little information but necessary. The
modern short storyb in an improved formb originated in the first quarter of the nineteenth century
first in the United States of A merica. The short story took a long time to reach its modern form.
The modern short storyb gave today as being its own genre of literatureb has deep roots. Ht was very
much influenced by the novel because it is a miniature form of that art of prose fiction. A modern
short story describes all kinds of problem.
Short stories teach moral lessons that are associated with parables or fables. A ll of these particular
forms of the short story have long been popular with religious and spiritual leaders as a way to
teach and they use them to inspire and enlighten their admirers
Short stories can motivate students since they will explore their feeling through experiencing those
that happened in the stories and they will be encouraged to continue reading it until the conflict is
solved. Short stories can teach students to develop critical thinking which means create your own
ideas about the reading. The effects of short stories over reading comprehension is really important
because improve to analyze of the reading of all readers (Pourkalhorb Ob & K ohanb N.b 2013).
Short stories have been treated in numeral journal articlesb short stories grouped in chronological
periods with emphasis on themes. Short stories constitute an insightful overview of the stories.
Short stories incorporated narrative techniques. Short stories not only tell the storyb but they will
also create the special narrative tone and narrative voice of the individual story. There are kinds of
stories seriousb comicb moodb actionb mysteryb supernatural to identify a fewb but all stories
fundamentally are about people. Hn lifeb every person is uniqueb distinguished by distinctive
variation on common attributes of all human beings (V olpeb 2004)
A ccording Odilea Rocha Erkaya (2005) the benefits of the short stories are motivationalb literaryb
cultural and highercorder thinking. Short stories are effective when teaching culture to E FL
(English Foreign Language) students. Ht transmits the culture of the people about whom the stories
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were written. By learning about the cultureb students learn about the past and presentb and about
people’s customs and traditions. Culture teaches students to understandb know and respect people’s
differences of all the part of the world. Students can learn about the different between their own
culture from the other culture.
Short stories allow instructors to teach the four skills (listeningb speakingb reading and writing) to
all levels of language proficiency. Hn addition to the four skillsb short stories help students to learn
the more efficiently because of the motivational benefit embedded in the stories (Rochab 2005). A s
far as reading comprehension is concernedb the new vocabulary will help students with
comprehension; howeverb it does not guarantee that students will understand the story.
2.5.1. Using the short stories to teach E nglish skills.
The importance of considering these criteria could be perceived by realizing that the vocabulary
and sentence structure of the shortcstory to be studied must be suitable to the level of the students.
Shortcstories with archaicb slangb foreign wordsb and allusionsb having sentences imitating the
speech of a particular locality or ignorant people or foreigners should be avoided if the text is
intended for students below intermediate level. Similarlyb very long sentences are difficult for
students to understand. A s students will not understand these sentences and wordsb they will get
bored and not read the work. Thereforeb before giving the shortcstoryb the teacher should decide
the readability of the text. English language skills are considerably influencedb leading students to
enrich their vocabularyb improved grammatical knowledgeb enhanced writing and spellingb among
other possible advantages.
2.5.2. R eading
Short stories are very useful in the trials to improve students’vocabulary and reading. The results
of Lao and K rashen’s (2000) study which compared the reading achievement between a group of
students that read literary texts and a second group that read noncliterary texts at a university in
Hong K ong revealed that the group who read literary texts made better improvement in vocabulary
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and reading. Using “Bill” (see the appendix)b three activities can be conducted to help students to
acquire more vocabulary. These activities are related to formb meaningb and use respectively.
2.5.3. W riting
Short stories can be a powerful and motivating source for writing in E SL /EFL b both as a model and
as subject matter. Short story as a model occurs when students’writing becomes closely similar to
the original work or clearly imitates its contentb themeb organizationb and /or style. Howeverb when
student writing exhibits original thinking like interpretation or analysisb or when it emerges fromb
or is creatively stimulated byb the readingb literature serves as subject matter. Hn accordance with
thisb Oster (1989: 85) affirms that literature helps students to write more creatively.
Teachers can create a variety of writing activities to help students to develop their writing skills.
They can ask students to write dialogues or more complex writing activities if students have
reached a high level of language proficiency.
2.5.4. Speaking and L istening
Short story can also be a powerful and motivating source for teaching both speaking and listening.
Oral readingb dramatizationb improvisationb rolecplayingb reenactmentb and discussion are some
effective learning activities which center on a short story EFL classes can use for enhancing these
two skills. A sking students to read story aloud can develop their speaking as well as listening skills.
Moreoverb it also leads to improving pronunciation.
The followings are some activities teachers can assign to develop students speaking skills by using
short stories.
1. The students read the story aloud as a chain activity. The first student reads the first sentence.
The second student takes the second sentenceb the third studentb third sentenceb and so forth.
Such activity will enhance students’ pronunciation and fluency in an interesting way. Ht is
suitable for elementary class.
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2. Hn an upper intermediate classb the students retell the story as a chain activity in small groups.
Each student will have a lot of opportunities to practice the relevant connectors or other
discourse markers in a meaningful context. To implement this practiceb it is important give “a
list of the connectors and discourse markers beforehand” (Pardedeb P.b 2011).
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HHH. ME T HODOL OGY
Hn this chapter is shown the methodology of this research paper considering that it has an important
role in the process of this study; the present study followed the qualitative research design.
The instruments were developed looking for answers to the two main research questions. Ht was
determined to use the qualitative methodb making use of the interview and the observation
instruments. The instrument answers are analyzed to show the specific results. This design of this
research was chosen because the opinion of students has been considered as valuable. This partb
alsob contents parts such as the ´´Universe´´ that is the total of all students of tenth level in El
Colegio Emaus A sambleas De Dios during second semester in 2016. The following part is the
´´Population´´which is a specific section from the Universe that has similar aspects to the sampling.
The ´´Sampling´´ is the most specific sectionb which will be studied and focused in the research.
A lsob the chapter contents the data collection; it describes the process of how the data are collected
using instruments to get it.

3.1.

R esearch design

The present study followed the qualitative research design. Hn this designb qualitative researchers
collect data at the site where participants experience the issue or problem under study. Moreoverb
in this design the information is gathered by interacting with the participants and evaluating their
answers in questions. Furthermoreb qualitative researchers usually collect data themselves through
examining documentsb or interviewing participants. Hn the entire qualitative research processb the
researcher keeps a focus in reading comprehension that the participants hold about the problem or
issueb not the meaning that the researchers bring to the research or writers express in the literature
This research used a qualitative approach. The process captured were how the learning process by
using short stories helped students’reading comprehension and the students’responses toward the
use of short stories.
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The reciprocal relation between vocabulary and Reading comprehension is also evidenced by work
from even younger children. The development of reading comprehension thus entails to increase a
big number of words to a reader’s lexiconb as well as the refinement and consolidation or the
meaning of known words. A ll the readers will also gradually learn more about words meaning and
establish and strengthen the associations between words. K nowing the meaning of words is
obviously crucial for reading comprehension. (Oakhillb J aneb Cainb K ate & Elbrob Carstenb 2014).
Hn this research it will pretend to work with students of tenth grade of the college EMA US
A sambleas De Dios Estelíb in which it will be practice only with fifteen students applying a guide
of observation to obtain so will be the result.
3.1.1. Universe
The Universe of the study were the total number of students belonging to the five classrooms from
the one to five of El Colegio E MA US A sambleas De Diosb which are one hundred fiftycfive
students in total.
3.1.2. Population
The population of this study consisted of twentycsix participantsb which corresponds to the total
number of students in the tenth grade of El Colegio registered in the classroom “A ” at El Colegio
EMA US A sambleas De Diosb in Estelí.
3.1.3. Sample
Sampleb as it relates to the researchb it refers to the selection of individuals unitsb and/or settings to
be studied. The type of sample to be featured for the observation was purpose; this study consisted
of a random selection of twentycsix studentsb which corresponded to the total of the populationb
and the interview used the criterioncbased samplingb that is a sampling that ten students was chose
although of interview and an observation in which were selected of the first ten students to the list.
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3.2.

Description of the study site

The private school Colegio Emaus A sambleas De Dios is located in the neighborhood Carlos
Nuñez in the city of Estelí. This Colegio where the research is carried out is located from the park
Carlos Nuñez one block to the east in Estelí. This Colegio was founded in 1996b at that time
teachers only taught elementary schoolb was 1997 that teacher began to educate high students but
only from seventh to ninth grade. Hn this same yearb a complete education was made possibleb
primary in the morning then high school from seventh to eleventh grade.
Currentlyb at El Colegio are studying a total of two hundred fiftyctwo students. Those students are
distributed in five classesb from seventh grade to eleventh. The amount of students in each class is
as follows: in seventh grade are thirtyceight students in total. Hn the eighth gradeb there are twentyc
eight students in total. Hn ninth grade there is a total of thirty studentsb the tenth grade is made up
of twentycsix studentsb the eleventh grade is composed of thirtycthree students. During the
afternoon those students are studying high school in El Colegio Emaus A sambleas De Dios.
Hn the school work a staff composed of fifteen people. Those people are a principalb a sub principalb
seven teachers of which six are women and one manb a rectorb an administratorb a secretaryb a
janitorb a cashierb and an advisor pedagogic. A ll of them have different responsibilities. The director
has to ensure all is well in the school including teacher’s job. The sub headcteacher relieve the work
of the principal when she is absent. Teachers are responsible subjects such as: Mathematicb
Spanishb Englishb Geographyb Historyb Biologyb Sociologyb Physicsb Chemistryb Physical
educationb Civicb Cultural and A rtistic Expressionb V ocational Technique orientation and
Orientation Christian. This last one subject is taught according the politics of this Colegio. The
janitor is responsible of taking care and cleaning the center. This is the labor the staff does at this
Colegio center.
The infracstructure of Colegio is twelve rooms. They are distributed as follow: five classroomsb the
classroom of preschoolb the classroom of first gradeb the laboratory of computingb the laboratory
of scienceb the libraryb the courtb two storeroomsb and the headcteacher office.
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3.3.

Data collection

For purposes of this researchb an interviewb and an observation was used. The researcher or the
interviewer often uses open questions. Data is collected from the interviewees.
Research collect data in natural setting with a sensitive to the people under studyb and they analyze
their data both inductively and deductively to establish patterns or themes. The final reports provide
for the voices of participants of reflectivity of the researchers a complex description and
interpretation of the problemb and a study that adds to the literature or provides a call for action. Hn
the reporting phase of research inquiries needb to be honestb no plagiarize the work of others.

3.4.

HNST R UME NT S

The instruments required for the elaboration of this study were the observation and the interviewb
which content important questions about the two research problems. The sample for the observation
instrument consisted of 26 students chosen by purposeful sampling from a population of total
students who were the total number of students in the tenth grade of El Colegiob in the classroom
“A ” in El Colegio EMA US A sambleas De Dios. From the 26 total students as sample for the
observationb only 10 students are chosen to participate in the interviewb following the criterionc
based sampling which includes men and women. A lso the instruments were applied on the English
teacher of this classroom.
3.4.1. Hnterview
A n interview is a conversationb usually between two people. Ht is a conversation where one person
the interviewer is seeking responses for a particular purpose from the other person the interviewee
(Gillhamb 2000). Hn this researchb the interview contents eight different opened questions which
allowed to participants to answer their opinions freely and to connect data as well as to gain
knowledge individually. This interview was written in Spanish because the students do not have
mastery of the English language.
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3.4.2. Observation
The observationb as a data collection methodb has several advantages. Researchers can get many
advantages by using this method. They can gather information in the specific way it occursb with
many details. They can also notice unusual aspect during the observation. This method is useful
for exploring topics that may be difficult for participants to discuss using interviews face to face
(Creswellb J ohn W.b 2008).
Observation is a technique that can be used when data cannot be collected through others means or
those collective through other means are of limited value or are different to validate. For example
in interviews participants may be asked about how they behave in certain situations but there is no
guarantee that they actually do what they say they do (Hancockb Beverley; Ocklefordb Elizabeth &
Windridgeb K ateb 2009). L ikewiseb observation is an important method because people do not
always do what they say they do (A bbas Tashakkorib Charles Teddlieb 2003).
The guides of observation in this study allowed to take notes during the implementation of
strategies in teaching reading comprehension using short stories in English class. This observation
was conducted by three researchers through field notes therefore it can be said that the behavior of
the students was as well as better because they participated a lot of at the time of the application
of the strategies. We made a total of 8 observationsb which are divide in 4 of 90 minutes and 4 of
45 minutes each observation. A fter that the researchers shared their various writing and then
connect into a single text.

3.5.

Data analysis

Data analysis is a process of interpretation about information found. Research have to read all the
informationb interpret it and they organize and prepare the data for being analyzed. Ht is the process
to analyze the essential part of results and reflect if the research process answered research
questions (Creswellb J ohn W.b 2008).
Hn this research the application of the instruments was conducted to collect information presented
using an interview with different questions for participants of it related to our theme and likewise
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also is related to both questionsb it also includes the results of our observation guide. Ht is important
to mention that we analyze how effective is the use of short stories as a strategy for teaching
English. We use the interview and observation as a method of analysis and interpretation of the
information obtained in this process.
During the process of the observation students did not want to answer the assistanceb we suppose
that student did not have any interesting about to answer to the teacher. A lso students presents
indiscipline during the class this is because the students did not understand how to resolve the
activity that the teacher gave them. So when the students understand what could dob they
demonstrate interest with the topic of story and they facilitate the process using the cooperative
work. The communication between teacher and student help us to resolve the activities in the
classroom.

HV . R esult and discussion
This chapter presents the main aspects found in our research. The results and the discussion were
obtained from the answers of the two research questionsb introduced in chapter three. The answers
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were obtained from observation and interview. Using our observation guide and the realization of
the interview to students and the teacherb we obtained the following results
c

How can short stories be implemented in tenthcgrade?

Hn the analysis of data collection for this study revealed that El Colegio EMA US A sambleas De
Dios usually uses short stories in English class. Here are the evidence as a result of our observation:
Hn the first observationb the teacher started to remember the last topic of the before class. She
explained the use of the grammar of “there is and there are". Firstlyb the teacher draw many features
on the board and said to the students to draw these too. She explained that the students had to write
a sentences using one features for each one. The students had a time of fifteen minutes to do this
activity. Then students had to pass to write the sentences on the board. The teacher correct this
with the help of the rest of the students. They participated of a volunteer way. Finallyb the teacher
oriented the homework.
Hn the second observationb the teacher started the class reviewing the homework. She oriented to
the students passed to write on the board one sentences using the topic there is and there are. The
teacher read a sentence and the student write it on the board. A ll the students had to do this activity
during twentycfive minutes. Ht is important to determine that the class only had fortycfive minutes.
For this reasonb the teacher could not do another type of activity.
Hn the third observationb the teacher uses a short story called "the master and the scorpionb" which
was previously plannedb all students showed interest when presenting the story. T eachers
implement the use of explorative questions as a strategy to investigate previous knowledge of the
reading under study as an example we have: Have you read about the story of the teacher and the
scorpion? The majority of the students answered they have not read. Then the teacher together with
the students read the story. The teacher guided the students formed teams comprised of four
students each to work on a guide to questions about reading for fifteen minutes. Then the students
presented their oral responses this way for a student selected by each team. A s we saw most of the
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students actively participatedb they talked about the means of nature present in reading for example
natureb animalb sheetb etc.
When the teacher implement the short stories “the master and the scorpion” as strategy to
comprehend the meaning of thisb she gave to the students some reading comprehension questions.
For this activityb the four students of the group had the responsibility to answer the questions of the
reading correctly. Then only a students of the group had to express the answer of the questions and
their new learning of the short reading to the rest of the class orally.
The short stories are an instrument of work which have a lot of forms in the classroomb also are
materials that can adopt for each context or situations. Howeverb we considerate pertinent to
mention that all of this types of texts are the ideals to work in the class. Hn according with the rules
of the teaching of the foreign language in regard to component of the reading in tenth grade mention
the short stories like a material of the class (A na María A ristizábal y A lejandra V elásquezb 2016).
A uthor explained that the brevity and the characteristics more notable of this genre literary. For
this reasonb previously when some people related histories; they did not use long histories because
the audience did not comprehend it or did not pay attention with the purpose to create interest
related the moments that they considered pertinentb striking likewise eloquent for do not lose the
students could reflect on the moral included in the text. Ht can also say that the provision of teacher
sense of story (Boydb 2006) . Short stories is an effective strategy because with this strategy student
can comprehend and answer comprehension question about the reading (Gurneyb Danab Gerstenb
Rusellb Diminob J oseph & Carnineb Douglasb 1990)
Some benefits of the short stories that we observed are: a good reading comprehensionb
participationb interest and cooperative work. A lsob and students facilitated our research offering
many contributions to have a good result showing much discipline and respect for our work and
helping it was conducted in a friendly atmosphere. We obtained excellent results for this it can say
that it is an effective strategy in the classroom.
The element of human interest in short stories motivates the learners to respond the universal
themes and others human experiences in their own way. Short stories are available for the learners
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of all age groups and for all levels of proficiency. English language teachers should select the story
carefullyb keeping in view the linguistic and conceptual level of the learners (A hmadb 2012).

−

How effective are short stories in teaching reading comprehension in tenthcgrade?

The application of different strategies using short stories had a positive impact in the learning of
the students. They learned to analyze texts as easy as well when they used the strategy correctly.
Hn additionb they could learn more vocabulary for which they obtain awareness that facilitates their
reading comprehension. Ht is essential to highlighting that short stories should be more educative
and connect with the reality of each one learner.
The English teacher was an important participant in our research. The teacher commented that the
use of short story as a strategy for teaching reading comprehension helps learners to the
development of the abilities of the language also it promotes the interest in the activities realizes
in the class. The teacher also suggested that the importance of the use of short story is to guarantee
an active class from the beginning to the end. During the classb the students can learn vocabularyb
participateb better pronunciationb and these aspects generate much interest to read. Gallagher (2003)
says that students must learn to read with the purpose of learning new thingsb also she says that
reading comprehension is the construction of the meaning of a written text through a reciprocal
interchange of ideas between the reader and the message in a particular text A ccording to our
observationb the teacher has a good relationship with their students which it facilitates the
communication in the class.
A ccording to some of the studentsb reading in English is beneficial since it helps them in the reading
comprehension learning because they can learn new phrases and wordsb also they can analyze
expressions in the target language. They stated that practicing reading helped them improve their
fluency and pronunciation in the English languageb and also reading helped them to understand the
formation of words and phrases to express them in an oral way.
Hn our observationb we experimented that the use of short stories in teaching of English as a foreign
language help to the teacher as the students. Ht also awake the interest to read in the students and
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improve their comprehension. Hn others wordsb we could note that the implementation of the
strategy was the better way to facilitate the reading comprehension. While some instructors may
still believe that teaching E FL encompasses focusing on linguistic benefits onlyb so eventually their
students will communicate in the target language. Others who have integrated literature in the
curricula have realized that literature adds a new dimension to the teaching of E FL . Short stories
for example help students to learn the four skills listeningb speakingb reading and writing more
effectively because of the motivational benefits embedded in the short storiesb instructors can teach
literacyb culturalb and highercorder thinking benefits. However before novice instructors attempt to
use short stories in their EFL classesb they should understand the benefits of short stories and plan
classes that meet the needs of their students (Erkayab 2005).
The interview realized to students shows that the use of short stories in English teaching is effective
when this are used correctly and this are connected with the topic that these present. With the short
stories the student learn more vocabularyb phrasesb improve their pronunciation and acquire the
ability to comprehend the text. Hn additionb most of the students expressed that short stories help to
support a good communication between the classmatesb teacher and others. Cox says that reading
is a way to warming up in the communication process because students through reading are able
to analyze phrases at the moment of practicing conversation. He says that in high school students
have to practice more reading than in primary school because it is a higher level.
Howeverb others students commented they disagreed with this activity before mention because of
the indiscipline and the lack of interest of some classmates not allowed the concentration in each
activity.
A ccording to the opinion for some studentsb the short stories used as a strategy for teaching reading
comprehension are important. These help to the students to gain new knowledge about cultureb
values and others. There is a relationships between the readers and the text because the reader learn
many things like: about cultureb costumeb new vocabulary and manage new information from the
text (Pourkalhorb Ob & K ohanb N.b 2013).
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Before guided reading. The successful guided reading requires careful and specific preparation.
Students are evaluated to determine their individual needs and guide their reading groups also must
take into account the environment of the classroom in general and the operation of the centers of
literacyb in particularb text elements that ensure that the teacher can focus on students in class
sections guided reading.
Establish guided reading groups should be homogeneousb focusing on students with similar needs
teacher support. Members in guided reading groups can read the same text and this helps the teacher
more efficient by listening and intervening with them. Reading groups are efficient because the
teacher can give individual attention to students who are grouped as having similar needs. That is
the time when teacher identify the needs of each one to resolve their problem in the process of
reading.
Metacognitive strategies indicate one’s thinking and can facilitate more learning and develop
performanceb especially among students who try extremely hard to understand the written texts.
Metacognitive reading strategy awareness skills should be considered and thought as valuable use
of instructional time by foreign language instructor. Become better prepared to make conscious
decisions about what they can do to promote their learning. Students who have confidence in their
learning process and can utilize metacognitive reading strategies such as planningb monitoring and
evaluating are more successful than those students that not use these strategies in their learning
(A hmadib M. R.; Hsmailb H. N.; A bdullahb M. K .b 2013).
The importance to discuss student’s background knowledge prior learning experiences and skill
development and determinate what resources will best meet learners needs. The Prior knowledge
may help to understand the new vocabulary of the text. Educators will decide on one or more
teaching approachesb assign responsibilities for a particular aspect of the lessonb and schedule
teaching time based on the needs of the students and the requirements of the learning task.
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L imitations
During our researchb we had many limitationsb one of the key was to find the school where possible
to carry out our observationsb it should be noted that thanks to our tutor Hsrael Zelaya who
recommended the school where these were developed.
A nother limitation and no less importantlyb the implementation of our strategy was performed in
a school far from our place of origin this difficult the sequence of our observations.
Finallyb another very important limitation is that in the place where we live we do not have internet
service which also makes it difficult to search for information.

F urther research
We leave an open invitation for teachers and students to continue researching the teachers activities
and methodologies to increase students reading comprehension in English classesb since this
problem is present in most of the schoolsb and this topic needs to be addressed in order to help
English student to have a better comprehension of what they read and not only knowledge about
the language.

R ecommendation
We want to invite to teachers and schools to promote the use of short stories as a strategy of reading
comprehension in the English class likewise to foment in the student the love for the reading to
improve their vocabulary and obtain a better communication in English.
A ccording to the reading comprehension we suggest that the teacher frequently need to apply the
strategies such as guided reading in class
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V.

C onclusion

This study has shown that short stories have many advantages in the teaching reading
comprehension. A variety of short stories that can help students are beneficial for students since
they facilitate learning through creative activities; also these motivate students both individually
and collectively with other students. The instruments have shown that each one of the short stories
are important for English learning because they have particular roles in the learning process.
A lthoughb the teacher sometimes use short stories.
Short stories are unique literacy genre which has a compact structure and can be used in language
teaching very effectively because of their readability in a limited class time. Short stories offer
authentic reading materials which give the language learners an opportunity to interact with the
text emotionally and involve themselves personally (A hmadb 2012).
This research showed that the use of short stories have many benefits in the process of reading
comprehension in the subject of English in the high school students. A ccording cox (1999) shows
that the benefits of the reading are better pronunciation through repetition of wordsb better
intonationb and better comprehension. A fter that we obtained the results of our observation and the
interview we can state that the appropriate use of strategies of reading has excellent results.
Howeverb the lack of interest or the lack of attention of some students which it induce to a difficult
in the process.
When the teacher use this strategy we knew that the majority of students participate actively in the
classb what it promotes an grateful atmosphere. Regarding to the use of short stories the study
showed that the use of this strategy is effective when it is applied correctly. Finallyb it needs a good
communication between teacher and students.
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A NNE X E S
Observation guide
Research Project: the effectiveness of the strategies in teaching Reading comprehensionb using
short stories in the tenth grade in colegio EMA US A sambleas de Dios during the second semester
in 2016.
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tea her H o effe ti e are the
the
of

strategies.

R esearch instruments

School: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ __
Date:

___ ___ ___ ___ ____________________

Grade: _ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ _

Objective: Determine the effectiveness that teacher show about the use of short stories as a strategy
in

teaching

reading

comprehension.

What kind of short stories apply to the students?
A ) Comics B) Scientifics C) science fiction D) facts

What of the short stories do you considerate more attractive to the students?

How important are strategies for teaching reading comprehension?

Do you feel that this strategy facilitates student learning? Why?

What advantages do the strategies of teaching reading comprehension for students?

Disadvantages that have arisen in the implementation of methodological strategies in students?
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T he master and the Scorpion… … .

A n Eastern teacher who saw how a Scorpion was drowningb decided to take out it of the waterb
but when it didb the Scorpion stung him. Reaction to painb the master released himb and the
animal fell into the water and again was drowning. T he teacher tried to remove it againb and
again the Scorpion stung him. Someone who had seen everythingb approached the teacher and
said: excuse meb but you are stubborn! Do you not understand that whenever you try to take out
it of the water it will sting it"? T he master replied: "the nature of the Scorpion is itchingb and
that's not going to change mineb which is to help". A nd thenb helping a sheetb the master brought
out the animal in the water and saved his life. Do not change your nature if someone wrongs
you; just take precautions. Some pursue happiness; others create it...
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